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ABSTRACT Three-dimensional (3D) memory products based on through silicon via (TSV) are widely

developed to fulfill the ever-increasing demands of per unit area storage capacity. The yield is still one of the

critical challenges for 3D memory. Redundancy technique is now widely used in industry to improve yield.

How to reduce the overhead of redundancy by improving the utilization of redundancy is important to 3D

memory. In this paper, we propose a row/column block-based mapping technique for 3D memory built-in

self-repair scheme to improve the utilization of redundancy and low hardware overhead. Each row/column is

divided into row/column block and the mapping can be performed at row/column-block level instead of the

original row/column level. Therefore, more faulty cells can be clustered into the same row/column. Based on

the proposed technology, a 3D-essential spare pivoting (ESP) algorithm is also proposed for the allocation of

redundant rows and columns, and the area overhead of this algorithm is particularly low. The experimental

results show that on an average the repair ratio of our proposed scheme is much better than the fault clustering

technique by 12% and the redundancy-cost can reduce 23%.

INDEX TERMS 3D memory, built-in self-repair, yield.

I. INTRODUCTION

Three-dimensional (3D) memory has become a promis-

ing solution to address the unlimited demands for integra-

tion capabilities [1]–[9], [24]–[30]. 3D memory provides

increased memory capacity with higher bandwidth, smaller

latency, and lower power consumption by integrating multi-

ple DRAM layers with short and dense through-silicon vias

(TSVs). In spite of these tremendous advantages, yield is still

one of the most critical issues in the 3D memory technol-

ogy [8]. What’s more, the yield will decrease as the number

of layers stacked grows [9]. Inevitably, adding redundant row

or column to replace the faulty ones plays an important role

in yield enhancement.

On the one hand, various Built-In Self-Repair (BISR) and

Built-Off Self-Repair (BOSR) [10]–[12] schemes have been

proposed to minimize the redundancy analysis (RA) time
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as well as hardware overhead, and to improve the repair

rate. On the other hand, various redundancy sharing strate-

gies [15]–[17] including inter-die and global redundancy

sharing methods have been proposed to increase utilization

of the redundancy. In [18], a fault clustering technology

is proposed which can share the ‘‘faulty cells’’ across the

memory dies. It can cluster the faults from different memory

layers to the same row/column. The redundancy utilization

of this scheme is higher than the schemes mentioned above.

However, this technique also has several limitations. Firstly,

the fault clustering technique can only be performedwhile the

rows/columns in the mapped layer are completely faultless,

which greatly limits the clustering efficiency of the technol-

ogy. Secondly, combined with the cyclic mapping method,

it can achieve the highest repair rate but the hardware over-

head is unacceptable.

To address these problems, a row/column block-based

mapping technique for 3D memory BISR scheme is pro-

posed in this paper. Using the DividedWord-Line (DWL) and
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FIGURE 1. Schematic of our global BISR design.

Divided Bit-Line (DBL) techniques [13], [14], each row/ col-

umn of the memory array is divided into several blocks, and

each layer exchanges mapping information based on blocks.

This enables fault clustering more complete, and almost all

faults can be clustered to the same row /column. In addition,

a 3D-ESP algorithm based on the essential spare pivoting

algorithm for redundancy analysis is proposed. Experiments

show that the proposed method can effectively improve the

yield of 3D memory. Compared with the previous methods,

the proposed method can achieve higher repair rate with the

same number of redundancy and achieve the same repair rate

with the less area overhead.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.

Section 2 introduces the proposed row/column block-based

mapping technique and 3D-ESP (essential spare pivoting)

algorithm. Experimental results are shown in section 3.

Finally, some conclusions are given in section 4.

II. PROPOSED APPROACH

In this section, we propose a row/column block-based map-

ping technique. To support this technique, a 3D essential

spare pivoting (ESP) algorithm is also introduced, which is

designed for allocating the redundant row/column after fault

clustering.

A. PROPOSED 3D BISR WITH ROW/COLUMN

BLOCK-BASED MAPPING ALGORITHM

The BISR structure proposed in this paper adopts global

redundancy scheme as shown in Fig.1. The BIRA mod-

ule consists of Built-In Self-Test (BIST), Redundancy

Analysis (RA) block, Address Content Addressable Mem-

ory (ACAM), Redundancy Content Addressable Memory

(RCAM), Fault Collection Registers (FCR) and spare mem-

ories called Global Redundant Units (GRUs). Generally,

the BISR works as follows: firstly, RCAM stores the original

location of the fault unit detected from the BIST module.

Next, the RA module executes the row/column block map-

ping algorithm based on the information in RCAM, andmodi-

fies the information of RCAMandACAM.After themapping

algorithm is executed, the RA module executes the 3D-ESP

algorithm, which analyses all faults stored in RCAMand allo-

cates redundant resources. Then the faulty information and

corresponding repairing information are recorded in FCR.

FIGURE 2. The principle of row/column block-based mapping:
(a): Original location of faults; (b): Physical location of input data;
(c): Memory accessing.

When the input address is decoded, ACAM will access the

main memory and RCAM. If the input address is not found

in RCAM, the content from themainmemory will be the final

output. Otherwise, RCAM will send a hit signal and control

the multiplexer to select the data in the global redundant unit

as the final output. The access process is marked with a blue

line in the diagram.

Fig.2 is a principle diagram based on row/column block

mapping. Fig.2(a) is the original location of the faults derived

from BIST module. Because there are faults (R12, C14) and

(R24, C24) in the same column in two layers, we adopt a

row-block mapping strategy to divide each row of the array

into two row groups. In order to cluster these two faults

into the same layer, we only need to modify the mapping

relationship of RB1 in Group 2 of R14 and R24 in ACAM,

as shown in Fig.2(a). If we store the data ‘‘abcdef’’, ‘‘ghi-

jkl’’ and ‘‘ABCDEF’’ in rows R12, R14 and R24 respec-

tively, the physical location of the fault storage is shown

in Fig.2(b). The actual physical location of ‘‘DEF’’ runs to

Group 2 of R14, and the actual physical location of ‘‘jkl’’

runs to Group 2 of R24. Similarly, when memory access is

required, as shown in Fig.2(c), given R14, since theGroup2 of

R14 has beenmapped to the Group2 of R24, the data accessed

is ‘‘gXiXkl’’, and the data accessed by R24 is ‘‘ABCDEF’’.

Although the actual physical location of the faults remains

unchanged, logically, the faults in the second layer are

mapped to the first layer, so that the faults ‘‘d’’ and ‘‘i’’ are
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FIGURE 3. CAM structure: (a) Redundancy CAM; (b) Address CAM.

clustered in the same column. Thus, we only need two global

redundant units to repair all three faults.

Before introducing the fault clustering algorithm, we still

use two Content Addressable Memories (CAMs) structures

[18], as shown in Fig.3. In Fig.3(a), RMF = 1 means that the

fault can only be repaired by redundant rows, and CMF =

1 means that the fault can only be repaired by redundant

columns. RCAM records the information of the fault unit

and the mapped layer, indicating the fault marked by LA,

AI, RA and CA, which exchanges with the location marked

by ML, AI, RA and CA. Compared with [18], the ACAM

structure adds a BA, which is used to mark the block number

to which the fault belongs. In ACAM, R/CEF = 0 denotes

row block mapping, that is, ACAM denotes mapping address

exchange between LA, AI, RA, BA-marked row blocks and

ML, AI, CA, BA-marked row blocks. Similarly, R/CEF = 1

denotes column mapping, that is, ACAM denotes mapping

address exchange between LA, AI, CA, BA-marked column

blocks and ML, AI, CA, BA-marked column blocks.

Algorithm 1Row/Column Block-BasedMapping Technique

Input: RCAM, the number of groups: g, the number of faults:

f_num

Output: ACAM

1. For each RCAMi ∈ RCAM

2. If(∃0 ≤ i < f_num) such that (LAi == Lm)

&&(RMFi! = 1)

3. BA = CAi/(n/g);

4. If(∃0 ≤ j < f_num) such that (LAj == Ln)

&& (CAj == CAi) && (RAj! = RAi)

5. If(∃0 ≤ k < f_num) such that (LAk == Ln)

&& (RAk == RAi) &&(CAk/(n/g) == BA)

6. The row cannot mapping;

7. Else {MLi = Ln; CMFi = 1;

8. Add the entry{Lm, RAi, GA, 0, Ln} into ACAM }

9. If(∃i < p < f_num) such that (LAp == Lm)

&&(RAp == RAi) &&(CAp/(n/g) == BA)

10. MLp = Ln;

11. If(∃j < q ≤ f_num) such that (LAq == Ln)

&&(CAq == CAi)

12. CMFq = 1;

The pseudocode of the proposed row/column block-based

mapping algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. Take row-based

address exchange as an example. The array size is set to m

∗ n, assuming that the mapping layer and the mapping layer

FIGURE 4. The process of fault group clustered mapping. (a). RCAM status
before mapping. (b). RCAM status after mapping. (c). ACAM status after
mapping.

are Lm and Ln, respectively. Firstly, each item in RCAM is

searched to find the fault unit (Ri, Cj) in the mapping layer.

Ri and Cj represent columns i and j respectively, and the

corresponding block number BA of the fault is calculated

(lines 1-3). Then, all the fault units in the mapping layer are

searched to find the fault (Rk, Cj) in the same row as the fault.

If there is a fault unit in the BA block of Ri row in Ln, the row

group mapping cannot be performed (lines 5-6). Otherwise,

we map the row block BA of the Ri line in the Lm layer to

the Ln layer (lines 7-8). Check if there are other failures in

the row groups mapped by the Lm layer, and if so, change the

ML flags of other failures mapped to the Ln layer to Ln (lines

9-10). Check if there are other failures in the Cj column in

the Ln layer (except Rk, Cj), and if so, set the CMF flags for

these failures to 1 (lines 11-12).

We take the location of the fault in Fig.2 as an example

to illustrate the execution process of the mapping algorithm

based on row/column blocks. Given Lm = 2, Ln = 1.

Taking row-based mapping as an example, we divide each

row into two row groups, and the fault unit in RCAM is shown

in Fig.4(a). We first find the fault of LA = 2 in RCAM,

then find the fault in the second line (2,1), which belongs

to row Group 1. Then we find the fault of the same column

(1,1) in Layer 1 LA = 1, and check whether the row Group

1 of Layer 1 LA = 1 in RCAM has any fault. Because this

row groups are not faulty, we exchange the index address

of line Group 1 in Layer 1 and Layer 2 in ACAM, so we

modify the ML and CMF flags corresponding to the fault

(2,1), as shown in Fig4.(b), and add the exchange information

to ACAM, as shown in Fig.4(c). Similarly, we continue to
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FIGURE 5. Structure of the FCR.

find the corresponding fault (3,6) of mapping layer LA = 2

in RCAM, which belongs to the row Group 2. And there

happens to be a fault (7,6) of LA = 1 in RCAM. Since

the fault of LA = 1 is not in Group2 of row 3, then the

index address of Group 2 in row 3 of the two layers can be

exchanged. ML of (3,6) in RCAM can be changed to 1, CMF

is set to 1, and the exchanged information can be added to

ACAM.

B. BUILT-IN REDUNDANCY ANALYSIS

In order to apply to row/column block mapping technol-

ogy, this paper proposes an improved Built-In Redundancy

Analysis (BIRA) algorithm based on the Essential Spare

Pivoting (ESP) algorithm [18], which is called the 3D-ESP

algorithm in this paper. In order to implement row/column

block mapping technology and 3D global BISR architecture,

we propose a global FCR structure. As shown in Fig.5,

ML fields are added to traditional FCR. The FCR is located in

the BISR layer and assigns the fault addresses remapped by

all layers. In these fields, FT field represents the fault type,

FT = 0 represents orthogonal single unit fault, FT = 1

represents row fault, FT = 2 represents column fault.

Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode of the proposed BIRA

algorithm which is used to determine whether the fault in

the 3D memory can be repaired and how many GRUs are

needed. When all faults in 3D memory have been clustered,

we identify the types of faults stored in RCAM, and store the

information in FCRs. Meanwhile, the FTs stored in the FCRs

are also identified by comparing the next entry in redundancy

CAM with those stored in the FCRs. According the values of

RMF and CMF, we classify three kinds of conduct. If RMF =

1, the fault can only be repaired by the row. We only need to

judge whether there is a fault stored in FCRs in the same row.

If not, we can add the fault into FCRs and mark it as a row

fault. In the same way, if CMF = 1, we only need to judge

whether there is a fault stored in FCRs in the same column.

If not, we can add the fault into FCRs and mark it as a column

fault. If both RMF and CMF are equal 0, we need to judge

whether there is a fault stored in FCRs in the same column or

same column, if not, we can add the fault into FCRs and mark

it as an orthogonal fault. In Algorithm 2, we show the case

where both RMF and CMF are equal to 0, the other two cases

are similar. The FCRs contains GRU entries, where the GRU

denotes the number of global redundant units. If the FCRs do

not have sufficient entries to store the fault information for

next entry in RCAM, the repair_fail_flag signal is asserted

and the faulty memory cannot be repaired successfully.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. EXPERIMENT SETUP

The repair rate refers to the ratio of the number of repairable

3D memories to the total number of 3D memories. We use

Algorithm 2 Proposed BIRA Algorithm

Input: (i) RCAM after fault clustering, (ii) Counts the total

number of fault of 3D memory: f_num, (iii) Counts the

number of Global Redundant Unit: GRU.

Output: (i) FCR, (ii) Counts the number of used GRUs:

cont_f

1. Clear FCRs

2. If(RCAM[0].RMF==1)

3. add {RCAM[0].ML, RCAM[0].RA, RCAM[0].CA,

1} into FCR[0]

4. Else if(RCAM[0].CMF==1)

5. add {RCAM[0].ML, RCAM[0].RA, RCAM[0].CA,

2} into FCR[0]

6. Else

7. add {RCAM[0].ML, RCAM[0].RA, RCAM[0].CA,

0} into FCR[0]

8. int cont_f = 1;

9. For each RCAM[i](1 < i ≤ f_num)

10. If (RCAM[i].RMF==0) &&(RCAM[i].CMF==0)

11. If there exist a j (0 =< j < cont_f) satisfy

The following conditions {

12.

If((FCR[j].ML==RCAM[i].ML)&&(FCR[j].

RA==RCAM[i].RA&&FCR[j].FT==1)||

(FCR[j].CA==RCAM[i].CA&&FCR[j].FT==2))

13. Discard the faulty information;

14. Else if((FCR[j].ML==RCAM[i].ML)

&&( FCR[j].RA==RCAM[i].RA)&&(FCR[j].

FT==0))

15. FCR[j].FT = 1;

16. Else if((FCR[j].ML==RCAM[i].ML)

&&(FCR[j].CA==RCAM[i].CA)&&(FCR[j].

FT==0))

17. FCR[j].FT = 2; }

18. Else if(cont_f < GRU)

19. FCR[cont_f].LA = RCAM[i].ML;

20. FCR[cont_f].RA = RCAM [i].RA;

21. FCR [cont_f].CA = RCAM [i].CA;

22. FCR[cont_f].FT = 0; cont_f++;

23. Else{repair_fail_flag = 1;}

24. If(repair_fail_flag = 1) return 0;

25. Elsereturn cont_f;

repair rate as a criterion to judge the repair ability of different

repair strategies. The higher the repair rate is, the higher the

yield is. Note that the repair rate relates to failure rate as well

as redundant resources.

In our simulation, different number of faults are injected

into each memory block at random locations using the Polya-

Eggenberger distribution [15], [20], [21]. When faults are

injected, the probabilities of faulty rows, faulty column and

orthogonal single faults are set to be 15%, 15%, and 70%,

respectively. After fault injection, fault clustering technique is

performed using the method in [18] and the method proposed
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TABLE 1. Repair rate comparisons of different 3D memory redundancy schemes.

in this paper, and 3D-ESP algorithm proposed in this paper is

used to carry out redundant analysis and repair. In [18], three

mapping schemes are proposed: pairwise mapping, multi-to-

one mapping, and cyclic mapping. The efficiency of pairwise

mapping is low since it can only one to one mapping. And the

overhead of cyclic mapping is so large that can’t be afforded.

Therefore, the experiment in this paper adopts a multi-to-one

mapping scheme.

In addition, the size and number of layers of 3D memory

arrays also affect the experimental results. In order to evaluate

the proposed strategy, the fault repair results from global

redundancy sharing scheme [16], fault clustering scheme [18]

and the proposed scheme are simulated. The simulation

results are shown in Table 1. The failure rates are set to 2.5%,

a and b represent the number of row blocks and column blocks

respectively. In each case, 1000 groups of experiments are

carried out, and the average values are filled in Table 1.

B. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

FromTable I, it can be seen that the repair rate of the proposed

scheme is greater than that of the global redundancy sharing

scheme [16] and the fault clustering scheme [18] in any case,

which shows that the repairability of the proposed scheme

is better than that of the previous two schemes. When the

memory sizes and layers are the same, the more redundant

resources each layer has, the smaller the repair rate difference

between the two schemes is. This shows that when the num-

ber of redundant resources is relatively small, this method can

show more obvious advantages, and the more rows/columns

are divided, the higher the repair rate is. However, as the

number of rows/columns increases, the repair rate also shows

a downward trend. In addition, with the increase of stacking

layers, compared with the previous two schemes, the repair

rate of the proposed scheme increases much more.

The 3D memory using the proposed technique with a

different number of blocks with a fixed error rate set to 2.5%

is shown in Fig.6. As the number of redundancy increases,

the repair rate of all proposed techniques with different blocks

obtains higher repair rate. As shown in Fig.5 the proposed

repair technique under different block constraints obtains the

repair raise in different gradients. On average, the fault clus-

tering technique with two blocks, four blocks, eight blocks,

sixteen blocks can approximately improve the repair rate by

8%, 11%, 12%, 13% compared to the original fault clustering

technique. The more the number of blocks, the higher the

repair rate, but the costs have increased accordingly. The

other experiments each row and each column are divided into

four blocks in row/column block-based mapping technique,

considering the cost and effectiveness.

Fig.7 shows the repair rate comparison by varying the

number of redundancies with a fixed error rate set to 2.5%,

and the three schemes are compared: the original, fault
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FIGURE 6. Repair ratio of row/column block-based mapping with a
different number of block varying the redundancy.

FIGURE 7. Simulation results on repair ratio varying the number of
redundancy.

FIGURE 8. Simulation results on the number of redundancy varying error
rate.

clustering and row/column block-based mapping technique.

Obviously, the row/column block-based mapping technique

outperforms the others. In the lowest number of redun-

dancy, it can approximately improve the repair rate by 53%,

25% compared to original scheme and fault clustering tech-

nique, respectively. On average, the technique can approx-

imately improve the repair rate by 38%,12% compared to

the original scheme and fault clustering technique, respec-

tively. As the number of redundancy increases, the improve-

ment of row/column block-based mapping technique than

fault clustering technique on repair rate decreases. Obviously,

row/column block-based mapping technique can obtain the

optimal repair rate with the same number of redundant units.

Fig.8 shows the number of redundancy comparison by

varying the error rate with a target 99% yield. With the

ramping error rate, the required redundancy of original

scheme rises sharply while the row/column block-based

mapping technique rises the most gently. In three schemes,

the proposed technique can efficiently save the requirement

of redundancy. As the error rate increases, the proposed

scheme can save more redundancies compared to the original

scheme. With the highest error rate, the proposed scheme

23% redundancy-cost reduction over the clustering scheme.

C. COST ANALYSIS

The increment of area overhead refers to the ratio of hardware

overhead to total overhead of the proposed scheme compared

with reference [18]. There are two main sources of hardware

overhead in this paper. One is the area overhead caused by

the modified ACAM structure and FCR structure; the other

is the area overhead caused by the use of word line segmen-

tation and bit line segmentation. Assume each row/column is

divided into 8 blocks, and ACAM adds 3 bits per unit (BA

filed), FCR adds 3 bits per unit (ML field), assuming average

15 FCR units, then the total additional hardware overhead

of the FCR is: 8∗64∗15∗3 = 23040bit. The two structures

increase 32256 bits in total, and the area cost is less than one

thousandth, so the area of this item is almost negligible.

In addition, word segmentation uses one AND gate for

each row group, bit segmentation uses two PMOS for each

column group. These gate devices use Nangate 45nm tech-

nology library, and the NAND gate area is 0.798 µm2,

the INV gate area is 0.532 µm2, and the NMOS area is

0.266 µm2. Therefore, if each row and column is divided

into two parts, the area overhead of each chip layer will

be increased by 488112.128 µm2 (1024∗64∗ [4∗ (0.798 +

0.532)+4∗2∗0.266] = 488112.128µm2). According to [18],

the density of DRAM chip is about 27.9Mb/mm2. For each

layer of 64Mbit chip in the experiment, it occupies an area

of 2293906.81µm2, and the area cost of using word line and

bit line segmentation technology accounts for about 10.64%.

Similarly, the hardware overhead of 4 row/column blocks and

8 row/column blocks is 21.31% and 42.56% respectively.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, the row/column block-basedmapping technique

is proposed for 3D memory BISR. The mapping can be

performed at row/column blocks level between different lay-

ers instead of the traditional row/column level. Experimen-

tal results show that the proposed technique achieves 12%

and 38% higher repair rate compared to the fault clustering

scheme and original scheme [16] in multi- to-one mapping

scheme. In addition, the redundancy-cost reduction of our

proposed scheme is much better than [16] by 23% with the

same number of redundancy. The 3D-ESP algorithm suitable

for row/column block-based mapping technique is proposed

in this paper to perform redundancy analysis. The area over-

head of this algorithm is particularly low. The technique
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solves the problem of large power overhead, high access

delays and low yield with 21.312% increased area overhead.
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